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document analysis is the first step in working with primary sources teach your students to think
through primary source documents for contextual understanding and to extract information to make
informed judgments use these worksheets for photos written documents artifacts posters maps
cartoons videos and sound recordings to in order to analyze a primary source you need information
about two things the document itself and the era from which it comes you can base your
information about the time period on the readings you do in class and on lectures on your own you
need to think about the document itself what are primary sources primary sources are the raw
materials of history original documents and objects that were created at the time under study
they are different from secondary sources accounts that retell analyze or interpret events
usually at a distance of time or place in order to analyze a primary source you need information
about two things the document itself and the era from which it comes you can base your knowledge
on class materials and other credible sources you ll also need to analyze the document itself as
a qualitative method document analysis entails a systematic procedure for reviewing and
evaluating documents through finding selecting appraising making sense of and synthesizing data
contained within them primary source research document analysis how to do primary source research
definitions what is a primary source what are the types of primary sources examples of primary
sources databases of primary sources digital collections websites getting started on your topic
access tools document analysis citing digitized primary documents effective primary source
analysis requires synthesizing observations and inferences with contextual knowledge instructors
must determine ahead of time what information to provide before during or after visits to the
archives so that students can make meaning of primary source documents libguides primary source
research analyzing and interpreting primary sources when first approaching a primary source it is
important to consider the document itself and the time period in which it originates from next
ask yourself the following questions in order to guide your analysis what is the physical nature
of your source research guides primary sources analyzing primary sources primary sources look for
clues in primary sources primary sources can offer first hand evidence to support your research
and help to identify questions for further investigation students can use this simple tool to
examine and analyze any kind of primary source and record their responses primary source analysis
tool 56 kb students can download and fill in this pdf then save print e mail or upload it or they
can print it and fill it in by hand teacher s guides document analysis with students document
analysis is the first step in working with primary sources teach your students to think through
primary source documents for contextual understanding and to extract information to make informed
judgments document analysis is a qualitative research technique used by researchers the process
involves evaluating electronic and physical documents to interpret them gain an understanding of
their meaning and develop upon the information they provide researchers use three main types of
documents in their research document analysis is the first step in working with primary sources
our worksheets can help teach your students to think through primary source documents for
contextual understanding and to extract information to make informed judgments we have worksheets
for several media types available on our website photos written documents artifacts according to
the us national archives document analysis is the first step in working with primary sources the
worksheets linked below help ask pointed questions in examining different kinds of historical or
primary source documents they follow this general progression meet the document observe its parts
try to make sense of it definition documentary analysis also referred to as document analysis is
a systematic procedure for reviewing or evaluating documents this method involves a detailed
review of the documents to extract themes or patterns relevant to the research topic 5
reliability a primary source must be reliable but it s not enough to say that it is state how it
is reliable what makes it a primary source and then explain why it s significant such as it s a
reliable source as it was created by x during a critical time and has been verified by y group
document analysis worksheets the following document analysis worksheets were designed and
developed by the education staff of the national archives and records administration they include
written documents photographs cartoons posters maps artifacts motion pictures and sound
recordings o documents dpia report which includes proposing detailed action plan for management s
approval o monitors dpia outcomes and reviews the dpia when there is a change in risks to
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personal data protection data protection officer dpo person responsible for creating and
enforcing the data protection policies within the organisation may tap



document analysis national archives Mar 28 2024
document analysis is the first step in working with primary sources teach your students to think
through primary source documents for contextual understanding and to extract information to make
informed judgments use these worksheets for photos written documents artifacts posters maps
cartoons videos and sound recordings to

how to analyze a primary source history carleton college Feb 27
2024
in order to analyze a primary source you need information about two things the document itself
and the era from which it comes you can base your information about the time period on the
readings you do in class and on lectures on your own you need to think about the document itself

getting started with primary sources teachers programs Jan 26
2024
what are primary sources primary sources are the raw materials of history original documents and
objects that were created at the time under study they are different from secondary sources
accounts that retell analyze or interpret events usually at a distance of time or place

primary source research rowan university Dec 25 2023
in order to analyze a primary source you need information about two things the document itself
and the era from which it comes you can base your knowledge on class materials and other credible
sources you ll also need to analyze the document itself

document analysis springerlink Nov 24 2023
as a qualitative method document analysis entails a systematic procedure for reviewing and
evaluating documents through finding selecting appraising making sense of and synthesizing data
contained within them

subject guides primary source research document analysis Oct 23
2023
primary source research document analysis how to do primary source research definitions what is a
primary source what are the types of primary sources examples of primary sources databases of
primary sources digital collections websites getting started on your topic access tools document
analysis citing digitized primary documents

what is document analysis teacharchives org Sep 22 2023
effective primary source analysis requires synthesizing observations and inferences with
contextual knowledge instructors must determine ahead of time what information to provide before
during or after visits to the archives so that students can make meaning of primary source
documents

analyzing and interpreting primary sources pratt institute Aug
21 2023
libguides primary source research analyzing and interpreting primary sources when first
approaching a primary source it is important to consider the document itself and the time period
in which it originates from next ask yourself the following questions in order to guide your
analysis what is the physical nature of your source



research guides primary sources analyzing primary sources Jul 20
2023
research guides primary sources analyzing primary sources primary sources look for clues in
primary sources primary sources can offer first hand evidence to support your research and help
to identify questions for further investigation

teacher s guides and analysis tool getting started with Jun 19
2023
students can use this simple tool to examine and analyze any kind of primary source and record
their responses primary source analysis tool 56 kb students can download and fill in this pdf
then save print e mail or upload it or they can print it and fill it in by hand teacher s guides

document analysis docsteach May 18 2023
document analysis with students document analysis is the first step in working with primary
sources teach your students to think through primary source documents for contextual
understanding and to extract information to make informed judgments

document analysis guide definition and how to perform it Apr 17
2023
document analysis is a qualitative research technique used by researchers the process involves
evaluating electronic and physical documents to interpret them gain an understanding of their
meaning and develop upon the information they provide researchers use three main types of
documents in their research

meet our new document analysis worksheets education updates Mar
16 2023
document analysis is the first step in working with primary sources our worksheets can help teach
your students to think through primary source documents for contextual understanding and to
extract information to make informed judgments we have worksheets for several media types
available on our website photos written documents artifacts

analyze primary source documents primary sources for Feb 15 2023
according to the us national archives document analysis is the first step in working with primary
sources the worksheets linked below help ask pointed questions in examining different kinds of
historical or primary source documents they follow this general progression meet the document
observe its parts try to make sense of it

documentary analysis methods applications and examples Jan 14
2023
definition documentary analysis also referred to as document analysis is a systematic procedure
for reviewing or evaluating documents this method involves a detailed review of the documents to
extract themes or patterns relevant to the research topic

a step by step guide to primary source analysis Dec 13 2022
5 reliability a primary source must be reliable but it s not enough to say that it is state how
it is reliable what makes it a primary source and then explain why it s significant such as it s



a reliable source as it was created by x during a critical time and has been verified by y group

document analysis worksheets teachinghistory org Nov 12 2022
document analysis worksheets the following document analysis worksheets were designed and
developed by the education staff of the national archives and records administration they include
written documents photographs cartoons posters maps artifacts motion pictures and sound
recordings

guide to data protection impact assessments pdpc Oct 11 2022
o documents dpia report which includes proposing detailed action plan for management s approval o
monitors dpia outcomes and reviews the dpia when there is a change in risks to personal data
protection data protection officer dpo person responsible for creating and enforcing the data
protection policies within the organisation may tap
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